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Captain John Ross - Polar Celebrity
Dr Huw Lewis-Jones
Among the many who appeared in the drama of naval exploration during the nineteenth century, John Ross (1777-1856) has long
been a favourite for polar historians. Ross conceived of an Arctic expedition on a smaller scale than previous Royal Navy voyages, a
single steam-powered vessel with a shallow draught to enable it to navigate unexplored coastal waters. He even managed to
encourage his wealthy friend Felix Booth - owner of a successful gin distillery, and a new sheriff of London - to support the project.
With its steam engine misfiring, his ship Victory slipped its moorings in the Thames in the summer of 1829, and the explorer turned
his hopes northward, in a bid to answer his critics and salvage his reputation.
Ross’s Victory expedition occupies a pivotal position in story of the Northwest Passage expeditions of the first half of the nineteenth
century - between those that took place in the immediate years following the conclusion of the Napoleonic Wars and Sir John
Franklin’s fateful expedition, which left England in 1845. It was not a naval expedition, but instead the first privately-funded venture;
it was pioneering in its application of a steamship for the purposes of polar exploration; it was the first to endure four successive
winters; and it was the first to accurately ascertain, and ‘reach’, the North Magnetic Pole.
As Ross and his men were locked in the grip of the ice in winter-quarters, exchanging gifts with their Inuit neighbours, and sledging
forth in spring to chart new coastlines, the British public were unaware of their progress. By 1833, most people at home believed that
the party had perished. It was into this atmosphere – of public anticipation, enveloped by the spectre of death – that a very healthy
Ross returned to England, taking the applause dressed in his sealskin trousers. And at the heart of this incredible public interest,
there was a silence - what had Ross done in those four Arctic winters? How had they survived to enact a quite remarkable rescue?
What had been achieved?
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Newspapers heralded his arrival. The Glasgow Free Press was ‘overjoyed’ by the return of ‘the Arctic Wanderer’ whilst the
Edinburgh Observer proclaimed his voyage a ‘gallant and inspirational success’. The Morning Herald broke the news in London
early on 17 October, as extracts of information were rushed down from the Scottish newspapers, presenting an ebullient message to
its stunned readers. ‘Although accounts are exceedingly meagre’, its editor announced, ‘we have scarcely a doubt that Captain
Ross has accomplished his object, has pernavigated the Polar seas, and solved the great geographical problem of a North-west
passage’, even suggesting that its was likely that Ross had penetrated to the Pole itself. ‘Rescued from the dead’, another journalist
thrilled, this ‘miraculous restoration’ promises to be ‘the sensational story of the year!!’
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Ross fed the appetite for news using a wide range of media - newspaper interviews,
magazine articles, panoramic paintings, a Vauxhall Gardens spectacular - in a concerted
bid to present himself as the nation’s pre-eminent explorer. His endeavours brought him
fame and reward. He was fêted by his admirers at gala functions, stuffed full at dinners
held in his honour, and was showered with prizes, gold snuffboxes, ballads, poems and
love letters. The lion of society, he mixed with royalty and was awarded a knighthood and
the Founder’s Medal of the Geographical Society of London. Ross had become Britain’s
newest hero. Rarely had exploration, or the Arctic itself, been so firmly in the public eye. It
was in every sense a national excitement. Newspapers dubbed the frenzy the ‘polar mania
- Rossiana’.
Ross became a hero in song and on the stage. One song that attracted the particular
attention of The Times was a comic ditty penned by Mr. Hudson, a songwriter who
performed regularly in the London taverns, and who also offered his more popular scores
for sale in print shops, just as versions of his lyrics were being peddled on street corners in
the busy East End. In his Captain Ross Versus Jack Frost, a catchy romp on the merits of
polar exploration, the image of Ross was both heroic and humorous: a man emboldened
by his patron’s gin, who headed bravely into the Arctic to redeem his reputation. Hudson’s
Ross was an explorer persevering against all odds to make his voyage a profitable one.
‘No doubt you’ve read of Captain Ross, who o’er rough seas did roll sirs, and left forsooth
a good warm booth, to seek the cold North Pole sirs’:

Brave Ross has proved to nations round, in enterprise we top ’em,
Wherever Britons wish to roam, no human power can stop ’em.
The Captain tells his private friends, - so some of them say sirs,
He found the North Pole - and what’s more, he brought a piece away sirs;
That is, he would have brought it home, to shew to Captain Parry,
But by mischance the piece he cut, was much too large to carry.
Though Hudson’s rendition was instantly popular, it was soon forgotten. The same fate
befell J.E. Carpenter’s North Pole Adventure, a comic composition that graced fashionable
concert halls throughout 1834. It is an intriguing mixture of adulation and outright ridicule,
which probably well reflected the balance of opinions surrounding Ross’s achievements.
Carpenter’s explorer-hero was resolute and brave, yet a man troubled by his insecurities;
constantly struggling to keep control of his crew, always looking to barter with the ‘natives’
for local treasures to earn his fortune, and ever conscious of the way his actions would be
regarded by an attentive public.
A view before they left the place,
’Tis fit you were acquainted;
The Captain did correctly trace,
In water colours painted:
That he to those at home might brag,
Who’d of his voyage be prying;
He came and left the British Flag,
Upon the North Pole flying.

’Tis true indeed, I am sincere, or I’d not sing about it;
I’m sure its clear, there’s no one here, can for a moment doubt it….
The rapidity with which the theatre responded to Ross’s return is remarkable. On 28
October 1833, just eight days after he had set foot in the metropolis, one such spectacle
opened to eager patrons. The Times announced the arrival of a ‘sensational new
melodrama’ on the London stage: Captain Ross; or, The Hero of the Arctic Regions,
written by a local actor John Farrell. And what an intriguing stage it was. An
entrepreneurial cat’s meat merchant named Wyatt, with Farrell as his business partner,
had converted a cavernous clothing factory opposite the London Hospital on the busy
Whitechapel Road, one of the major thoroughfares out of the city. The Pavilion Theatre
opened on 10 November 1828 and soon became one of the most popular theatres in the
rapidly expanding East End. Though early productions are noticeable only for their gory.

and mildly sensational subject matter - ghouls and villains, murder and robbery - the
theatre soon became famous for its staging of nautical melodrama and topical spectacles
Nautical melodrama was a natural fit for the theatre, surrounded as it was by a growing
dockside population, and these maritime shows were ensured full houses for most of their
well-publicised performances. Many notable melodramas of the period were first
performed at the Pavilion, and in later years the theatre advertised itself as ‘the Great
Nautical Melodramatic Theatre of the Metropolis’, ‘the people’s own theatre, built for the
million’, even ‘the Nautical Temple of the British Public’. The Theatrical Journal gave its
verdict: ‘the shipping interest is here represented - its playbill ought to be posted at
Lloyd’s. As you enter you smell the “distempered sea”. You sniff the brine of the “set
waters” and feel the dusty spray of the canvas waves. The object of the management is to
hold a mirror up to sailors’.
The real star of The Hero of the Arctic Regions however, was not the eponymous Captain stoic and steadfast, played by a good looking local actor named Heslop - but rather the
‘honest tar’ ‘Will Weathergale’, played energetically by Farrell himself. The play itself was
broadly structured around the then-known details of the voyage - ongoing newspaper
reports and a statement and letter Ross had sent to the press - but combined familiar
components of the genre to present a play which can perhaps be best described as a
‘polar romp’. ‘The present drama is founded from these, and other authentic interesting
circumstances’, advertisements heralded, ‘truly depicting the privations, sufferings, and
patriotic perseverance with which this Veteran prosecuted a discovery so useful towards
the extension of the arts’. Whether the play itself was ample proof of the fruitful extension
of exploration into the realm of the arts, is difficult to suggest, as there is little evidence
available to gauge popular reactions to the performances. Yet, with a run of many weeks,
as well as subsequent staging at other London venues, one is tempted to suggest that it
was a successful creation. The image of Ross presented at the Pavilion was certainly one
that matched the tenor of popular opinion at this moment, projected in an appealing
language of patriotism and service.
With the safe return of the real expedition well known, what could have become a
predictable re-telling, was instead enlivened by a fictional romantic subplot played out
before a succession of elaborate visions of the northern space, exaggerated, unrealistic,
yet theatrically effective. There were attractive vistas of ice-choked seas, including a
‘splendid myriorama’ entitled ‘The Captain’s Vision’ (a series of panoramic views wound
upon a large spool across the rear of the stage), which featured Ross reclining dreamily on
a chaise longue in his cabin, imagining his triumphant progress to the Pole. Over the
course of the evening an array of impressively large icebergs were wheeled on from

the wings, Victory (attractively set with an excess of gin barrels, rigging, and bunting) is
abandoned, whilst the carious members of the cast career around the stage ‘pursued by a
polar bear’. Ross restores a semblance of order by initiating a programme of scientific
observations and then resolves to save his men by embarking upon the ‘frozen ocean’ in
Fury’s ‘jolly boat’. He is soon trapped ‘within a prison of immense icebergs’ and ‘death to
the Captain and his crews seems inevitable’, although everyone in the audience, from the
pit up to the gallery, could well predict the outcome. At the final moment, Isabella arrives
from England, on the orders a ‘benevolent Government’, forcing a passage through the
icebergs and ‘rescues them all from destruction’. In a grand tableau finale of waving flags,
shifting sets of crashing ice, and ‘three cheers for Old England’, Captain Ross returns to
safety, and the curtain falls.
This rousing theatrical image of exploration triumph soon spread beyond the metropolis.
Captain Ross opened in Liverpool at the New Theatre Royal later in December 1833,
finishing a successful year for the theatre that turned in record profits. On the evening of 13
March 1834 a ‘new nautical drama’ opened at the Theatre Royal in Bristol. It was a
fashionable affair; four shilling boxes sold out as soon as tickets went on sale, crowds
swelled in the pit, and the gallery was so full, at one shilling a head, that many eager
punters were turned away, and forced to listen to the cheers from within whilst consoling
themselves with pots of foaming ale outside on the street. Farrell’s show had travelled far
from the Pavilion, but there is no denying that it was the same play that had pleased its
East-End audience the previous year. Captain Ross was produced by a local actor, a Mr
Elliot, and was billed as an ‘entirely New Melo-Drama founded on the Expedition to
discover the North-West Passage’. As it had done in London, it proved a topical hit.
Just as Captain Ross was being restaged in towns across the country, the tale was also
being re-enacted in middle-class nurseries and parlours, captured in a fascinating visual
media of this period: the toy theatre. The popularity of the melodrama induced many to
commit Ross’s image to this popular form, as they looked to profit from his dramatic
celebrity. For many generations of ardent boys, the toy theatre was not only an introduction
to larger drama; it was an introduction to life. There could be found nobility and courage,
honour and romance, challenging landscapes and stirring conflicts. The tale of Ross’s
endurance, played out upon an appealing stage of towering icebergs and shipboard
adventure, was itself a performance in miniature - of a patriotism and an imagined quality of
the national spirit that called out for emulation - and which, unsurprisingly, captivated the
juvenile imagination. One enterprising shoemaker, Martin Skelt, sold halfpenny character
portrait sheets, accompanied by colourful miniature theatrical sets and drop scenes, from his
shop on Swan Street at the bottom of the bustling East End thoroughfare, Whitechapel
Road, just a short walk from the docks and taverns of the Thames bank.

But this was by no means a marginal occupation - within a year Skelt and his family had
begun to monopolist the trade, printing many thousands of sheets to cover their costs and
effecting a quite remarkable distribution for their prints. They employed a legion of
‘bagmen’ who toured the provinces in search of trade, and by the end of the 1830s Skelt’s
sheets were sold at newsagents, stationers, and circulating libraries not only across
London, but also in major towns all over Britain. Skelt reconstructed a script of the play,
‘printed from the acting copy’ (though almost certainly pirated), which was sold for
sixpence accompanied with engravings taken in the Pavilion. He also offered a series of
large twopenny souvenir portraits of the ‘gallant Captain’, which children could take home
to paint, applying tinsel to his uniform, buttons, and sword, and enjoying their part in recreating his heroic pose.
Paying close attention to polar theatricals, often overlooked, can be easily justified. They
enable us to gain a colourful entry to the visual culture of exploration in this period - giving
us some idea of the sources of inspiration that informed popular attitudes toward explorers,
the Navy, and the relevance of their ongoing achievements. These staged spectacles were
a major medium through which public learnt about exploration, receiving an idea of the
Arctic and the role of the British seaman within that space. For the large sections of the
‘public’ - the ‘man on the street’, the urban labourer, the dock worker, the artisan
craftsman, the chimney sweep - this information was not experienced through ‘elite’
sources, the periodical review, the society dinner, the fashionable soirée, nor in the pages
of expensive official travel narratives. Ross’s lavish travel account, which historians have
drawn as the main source of past information, hadn’t yet been published. In the absence of
the telegraph, cheap newspapers, and the tools and techniques of late-century journalism,
the melodrama represented a form of popular reporting through which the image of
exploration was disseminated rapidly, and widely, to diverse audiences. Farrell had less
than one week to prepare his play upon the arrival of Captain Ross in Hull, and he based
his script on press reports and other information that could be gleaned as the miraculous
news spread through London.
Nevertheless, Ross’s official expedition narrative did eventually hit the shops, and it was a
best-seller. Ever keen to the chances of making a profit, he made the decision to ‘selfpublish’, opening a Regent-street subscriptions shop, and flooding the London newspapers
with advertisements early in April 1835. Ross had justified his decision to go alone, writing
to his friend, the whaler William Scoresby: ‘My first object…was to get the book up so as to
be a credit to the nation and all concerned, my second object was to give it to the public
cheaper, and to show thereby how the booksellers impose on both the authors and the
public - and lastly that I might keep the property entirely in my own hands’. Ross retained
control of his book and he used it energetically to enhance his public profile. It was a

handsome affair in royal quarto - with over eight hundred pages and thirty-one plates
(of which eleven were coloured) - though at two pounds twelve shillings and sixpence it
was, for most, prohibitively expensive.
The Times led the newspapers in offering a positive review of the book after it was
published on 1 May 1835 (some eighteen months after the return of the expedition), in an
article that probably encouraged more people to dig into their pockets: ‘Although public
curiosity has been already abundantly gratified by details of the geographical results of Sir
John Ross’s expedition to the Arctic Circle … and although the toils and sufferings of that
enterprising officer and his companions, whilst imprisoned in “thrilling regions of thickribbed ice”, have been made present to the eye by means of panoramas and scenic
representations, yet the authentic narrative, from his own journal, robbed as it is of the
gloss and bloom of novelty, is still calculated to act powerfully on our sympathy and
admiration’. Within a few months, it was advertised that over seven thousand people had
subscribed to the work. The Times was impressed:
Never did we read a history of almost unexampled disappointment, labour, suffering, and
peril, written in a tone so free from querulousness; never, perhaps, did a body of even
British seamen exhibit and example of so much steadiness, sobriety, patience, and
alacrity, to undergo fatigue and endure privation, and submission to judicious restraint, as
the companions of Sir John Ross. The moral effect of the narrative, in showing how much
it is in the power of man to accomplish, in the most adverse circumstances, by patient
resolution acting in subordination to skill and judgement, may ultimately be as beneficial to
science as the great fruit of the expedition - the actual discovery of the Magnetic Pole.
This positive review was echoed in other newspapers. The Observer, for example, was
satisfied, noting ‘that the volume abounds with interesting details … written with much
simplicity, but in a very pleasing manner’; The Leeds Mercury found it ‘most deeply
interesting’, and was riveted by Ross’s ‘cool seamanlike heroism’. The Sheffield Mercury
was overjoyed, calling it ‘a monument of maritime devotion and success’, which ‘should be
immediately placed in every respectable library’.
Of course, not all reviews of the book were supportive. Some raised doubts over his
abilities as a surveyor; others felt his self-advancement ‘somewhat churlish’. In The
Quarterly Review, John Barrow objected that Ross had opened a storefront to take
subscriptions, blaming him for ‘harassing’ the public and lambasting ‘the sending of a set
of fellows, usually called trampers, but who call themselves agents, to knock at every
gentleman’s door in town and country, not humbly to solicit, but with pertinacious
importunity almost to force subscriptions - the getting up of a Vauxhall and panoramic

exhibition, and some other circumstances not worth detailing…’ The Ross expedition had
achieved something for certain - it had catapulted its leader into the public domain, bringing
him unprecedented recognition. The Literary Gazette, for example, was sure that Ross had
performed a ‘remarkable service’, if only, in showing others how they too might become the
‘lion of the season’. If anything was to be learnt from the voyage, the journal concluded, it
was that Ross had endowed future explorers with a convenient guide, an ‘ABC’, for
cultivating their own celebrity:
- Always keep yourself in the eye of the public.
- A panorama is a good thing; but previously frighten the world with a story that all your
precious manuscripts have been lost in a cab, or elsewhere…
- Go dine with the King, if you can, and spin his Majesty a long yarn, in which you do not
stand on particulars.
- Still better it is to get up an exhibition in Vauxhall; and have tremendous boards with
pictures thereof all over town and country.
- Open a shop in a conspicuous situation for the sale of your work alone.
- Placard every wall, hole, and corner.
- After having got as many subscribers as you can at home, go abroad and fish for
foreigners; taking special care to inform your delighted countrymen, from time to time, how
the list is filling, and what the monarchs and the courts of the continent said of the
unexampled exertions and glory of Englishmen.
- The order-book for the book being completed, go into the Order of Knighthood line….
Ross had launched himself into the public gaze, and for short while at least, became a
national hero. His book was much talked about and it returned a handsome profit. The play
Captain Ross; or, The Hero of the Arctic Regions was still being performed in the 1840s,
although by then it had lost the lustre of fashionable novelty. In the 1850s, when the search
for the missing Franklin expedition reached its height, polar news continued to provide good
material for the stage, and Ross himself made one final trip to the Arctic. Yet, as much as
his efforts brought him the recognition he craved, many were envious of his success. Ross
had provided a checklist should one wish to emulate his rise to explorer-celebrity, but his
experience would also illustrate the perils of living a life in the public eye.

Hero of the Arctic…the Lion of the party!

As the season is yet young, any animal will do for a lion; and the animal now
dressed in the skin is Captain Ross, who is playing the part at the various
soirées and conversazioni, such as they are…
Fraser’s Magazine for Town and Country, 1834.
Dr Huw Lewis-Jones is a historian and Curator of Art at the Scott Polar Research
Institute, University of Cambridge. Formerly Visiting Fellow at Harvard University,
and Curator of Imperial and Maritime History at the National Maritime Museum,
London, Huw is also a consultant within media and broadcasting. As an art critic,
Huw writes for Apollo Magazine and regularly contributes to radio and the British
press. Captain Cook: Obsession and Discovery was screened on ABC and the
History Channel and Huw's documentary Wilderness Explored is currently showing
on the BBC. With the assistance of the toy theatre impresario Horatio Blood – the
juvenile delinquent of the juvenile drama – Huw recovered Captain Ross; Hero of
the Arctic Regions from obscurity and thrust him onto the stage once more. Its
premiere on 8 November 2008 at the Scott Polar Research Institute marks the 175th
anniversary of its first performance at the Pavilion Theatre in London.

TOY
THEATRE

SKELT’S JUVENILE DRAMA
This is one of a series of reprints of the plays produced for the Toy
Theatre by the Skelt family who were perhaps the most famous and
most prolific of the publishers. The others currently available are:

Der Freischutz
A Toy Theatre is a miniature stage, built in card or wood and brightly
coloured. Children perform plays on it using characters and scenes cut
out from printed sheets and text written in a simple "playbook". The
audience would normally be family and friends and the auditorium the
front room. Adults too are known to use them, especially the large
elaborate versions published in Germany and Denmark.
As well as being a flexible means of expression, the sheets represent a
vibrant folk art derived from the full size theatre. It is a unique record of
real plays and stage presentations, particularly of the nineteenth
century. Many enthusiasts collect and study old sheets for this reason.

Floating Beacon
Lodoiska
Mary the Maid of the Inn
Miller’s Maid
Prisoner of Rochelle
Robinson Crusoe
Wood Demon

Web pages that will tell you more:
www.pollocks-coventgarden.co.uk

For full details please contact
the publisher:

http://www.pollocksmuseum.co.uk
www.toytheatre.co.uk

Captain Ross
“Captain Ross” was an example of what might be called a dramatised documentary today. This type of play was a popular feature of the nineteenth century stage, before newsreels and
television. Battles provided the usual fare but in this case it was the amazing return of Captain Ross and his crew that caught the popular imagination.The play was performed at the Royal
Pavilion Theatre, on Whitechapel Road in Stepney, in 1833. It was unique in that the copyright of the full acting version, inscribed, “as performed at the London Theatres”, was owned by the Skelt
Toy Theatre publishing family, who were also based in the East End. On the front cover of the play they advertise, “Also may be had SKELT’S Characters and Scenes adapted to the same.”
M&M Skelt were probably Martin Skelt and Matthew his son. The late A.How Mathews asserted that they began publishing around 1837 but his dates are doubtful and it seems more likely that
the Toy Theatre play was issued by them in 1833, especially since Plate 1 refers to the Royal Pavilion performance. This would mean that it has the value of showing what that original first
performance would have looked like, which is unusual for many of the later “halfpenny plays”.
The basic plot is simple; Captain Ross and his crew sail into the Northwest Passage, get stuck in the ice and eventually are rescued. The drama and comedy of the play comes from the
imaginative sub-plots. Clara Truemore manages to disguise herself as a boy to smuggle herself aboard to be with her true love Edward Ross, the captain’s nephew. A group of Native Americans
arrive on the scene on a long distance hunting trip and we then have the even more incredible story of the chief’s wife taking a fancy to Clara Truemore, as a boy, and trying to abduct her! Fight
scenes and treachery have their place and comedy is provided by Matt Moonshine and Chummy, revealing the popular attitudes of the times to science and the lower working classes. The
scenery is surprising for a land of ice and snow, with spectacular mountains of icebergs and a cave of icicles. The play also has several tricks, a panorama and lots of exciting action with ships.
Perhaps unsurprisingly in view of the Skelt copyright, they were the only publishers of the Toy Theatre version. However the plates, by now well worn so that the lettering has become indistinct,
were eventually sold to Andrews & Co around 1890.Andrews published “Champion Parlour Dramas” in the form of “Penny packets”. 12 or more plates of a play would be printed altogether on
one large sheet of thin paper, which would then be folded and sold in an envelope for one penny. The playbook, heavily abbreviated was published separately and also sold at one penny.
“Captain Ross” was too long for this treatment so Andrews split it into two parts, “Captain Ross” and a sequel, which they named “The Search for the North Pole”. The text of the play was totally
carved up to achieve this with scenes and incidents jumbled up and changed.
In this reproduction we have used both Skelt and Andrews prints. We have also provided the full text of “The Search for the North Pole”, since it makes an interesting comparison with the Skelt
playbook. This play has not been available for over a hundred years and perhaps because of this has not been given the attention that it justly deserves as a very good example of the Toy
Theatre genre.
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